Grades 6-12

Mar 8

GREAT YELLOWSTONE THAW (PT. 1/3)
- Severe Storms
- Wolves of Yellowstone | EARTH A New Wild
- Inspiration From Hibernation

GREAT YELLOWSTONE THAW (PT. 2/3)
- Living Near Grizzlies and Wolves | EcoSense for Living

GREAT YELLOWSTONE THAW (PT. 3/3)
- Wolves of Yellowstone
- Living Near Grizzlies and Wolves | EcoSense for Living
- Nature | The Good, the Bad, and the Grizzly: Bear Necessities

Mar 9

WEDU ARTS PLUS Episode 214 (Full episode)

Watch Preview
In this edition of WEDU Arts Plus, take a journey with filmmakers who sought to capture the spirit of the Hammond organ, see where dress-making intersects with the art of welding, an artist travels back to the early 1900s to perfect the craft of photography, and a near-tragedy gives this painter a new outlook on art.

- Video Production: Behind the Scenes with the Pros
- Wil Blades: Music (Jazz)
- Through the Lens: Imaging Santa Fe
- Using Color to Create Emphasis
**WEDU QUEST Episode 106** (Full episode)

Watch Preview

In this episode of WEDU Quest, see how marine scientists are developing new ways to count fish, tour the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, see the St. Louis sewer system get a makeover, and explore the developmental education in Florida’s college system.

- **C-BASS: Revolutionizing Fish and Ocean Habitat Management**
- **Satellite Imagery and Biodiversity | Life from Above**
- **Greening Waste Treatment**
- **Educators Guide: Hockey Sticks | DragonflyTV**

**ILLUSTRATIVE MATH**

- **Grade 6, Unit 7, Lesson 1: Positive And Negative Numbers**
- **Grade 7, Unit 6, Lesson 18: Subtraction In Equivalent Expressions**
- **Grade 8, Unit 7, Lesson 4: Dividing Powers Of Ten**
- **Algebra 1, Unit 7, Lesson 9: Solving Quadratic Expressions In Factored Form**

**Mar 10**

**STORY OF CHINA WITH MICHAEL WOOD** (PT. 2)

- **The Story of China**

**HISTORY DETECTIVES** (Episode 901)

- **Fort Sumter**
- **Pearl Harbor: The Attack**
- **Photo Gallery: The Golden Age of the American Cowboy**

**Mar 11**

**WEDU ARTS PLUS Episode 121** (Full episode)

Watch Preview

In this edition of WEDU Arts Plus, we find out what it takes to turn fire and glass into beautiful sculptures, we see where junk meets imagination, an exhibition bridges art, and fashion through history, and we learn how food can be fused with art.

- **Fenton Glass**
- **Thomas Dambo: Forest Giants | Muse Moments**
- **Art Basics with Dick Termes: Drawing | Environmental: Recycle (Design it... Build it! Activity Idea)**
- **Mother About to Wash Her Sleepy Child**
WEDU QUEST Episode 111 (Full episode)

Watch Preview

In this episode of WEDU Quest, learn how to turn the tide on losing critical ocean habitat, find out if crows mourn when another crow dies, motorsports fuel made from waste, and a united approach to supporting literacy for young children.

- Marine Conservation in Cuba | Cuba’s Wild Revolution
- Marine Technology: Training & Careers
- Marine Science Collection
- Nature | A Murder of Crows: As the Crow Flies
- Engineering Biofuels

ILLUSTRATIVE MATH

- Grade 6, Unit 7, Lesson 2: Points On The Number Line
- Grade 7, Unit 6, Lesson 20: Combining Like Terms (Part 1)
- Grade 8, Unit 7, Lessons 5 & 6: Negative Exponents With Powers Of Ten And What About Other Bases?
- Algebra 1, Unit 7, Lesson 11: What Are Perfect Squares?

Mar 12

STORY OF CHINA WITH MICHAEL WOOD (PT. 3)

- The Story of China

SCI-GIRLS

- Habitat Havoc
  1. Mentor Moment
  2. Determine Question and Plan Experiment
  3. Test
  4. Share

- The Awesome App Race
  1. Identify the Problem
  2. Mentor Moment
  3. Plan
  4. Build
  5. Test and Redesign 1
  6. Test and Redesign 2